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HODELING OF A PIANO「 IAMMER

ABS¬RACT

From the measurement  of the  force― time pattern and the acceleration― time

pattern of a piano hammer, the effective mass and the stiffness curve are

obtained.  Us■ ng these values, a hammer model of a single mass― spring system

■s establishedo   A further  ■mprovement of the model  is  accomplished  by

employing a double mass― spring system.   It is expected that the ■nteraction

between a hammer and a string can be more accurately analyzed by using these

proposed hammer models.
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IN「RODET10N

丁here  is no doubt  about  the  fact that  a piano hammer  has a great

contr■butlon to the total quality of a piano sounde  tthis may be proved by the

fact that the sound quality of a piano is finally adiusted by changing the

property of the harrner felt at the end of the manufactur■ ng processo   lt is

also a common exper■ ence that a piano tone becomes not only louder but also

brighter when a key is hit harder.  丁he loudness change can be cons■dered as a

result of a larger hammer velocity。  On the other hand, the qualitative change

of the sound must be attr■ buted to some other  factor,  poss■ bly nonlinear

character■ stics of the piano hammer.

In the past, many studies have been conducted on the ■nteraction between

a piano hammer and a string.1-1l   Very few papers,  hOwever, discuss the

nonlinear  character■ stics  of  the  piano  hammero    Among  these  few  ■s  M.

Chosh,10 who assumed that the compresslon of a piano harllmer obeys Hertz:s

law at the beginn■ ng of the hammer― str■ng contact, and then, after some amount

of compression, Hook's law takes over.  Even in the recent studies conducted

on  the  hammer― string  interaction,  the  nonlinear  character■ stic  is  not

considered.   K. K. Deb12 studied the dynamic vibratlon of a string excited

by the ■mpact of a hard mass taking into account the loading of the string by

the mass during the period of contact.

T.  Yanagisawa et a113 assumed a coefficient Of restitution between a

str■ ng and a hammer and calculated the time history of the displacement of
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the string.   I.  Nakamura 14 represented a piano hammer by a single mass―

spring  system  (with  a cOnstant  spring  coefficient) and  a  string  by  an

electr■ cal transm■ ss■on line, and obtained the force― time pattern us■ ng an

analog computer。

Establishing a proper model  for a piano hammer  ■s  important  for  a

compar■ son of the qualities of different hammers.  The model can also be used

to theoretically discuss the functions of different parts of a piano  ■n

COnJunctiOn  with  the  hammer.    丁his  author,  after  a  study  of  different

techniques to measure the stiffness of a felt sheet, found that the static and

dynam■ c stiffnesses are different, which indicates the ■mportance of mesur■ ng

the character■ stics of the piano hammer in a way that is as close as poss■ ble

to the real s■ tuation.   丁his paper discusses how a model of a hammer ■s

established for measurement of a force― time pattern and an acceleration― time

pattern using a key―action model.   At first, a mass― spring system (with a

nonlinear spring constant) of single degree of freedom is investigated as a

model.   丁hen, to improve the accuracy of the model, a double mass― spring is

cons■dered.    In  a  later  section,  a  conven■ ent  way  of  representing  the

stiffness character■ stic of a piano hammer ■s discussed.

While this manuscript was be■ ng prepared, a dynamic measurement of the

compress■ on character■ stics of piano hammer felt was reported by T. Yanagisawa

and Ko  Nakamura.15   They measured the displacement of the string and the

felt deformation as a function of time and concluded that a piano hammer must

be represented as a distr■ buted mass,  spr■ ng,  and  loss  system.    In  the
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following sections, however, it w■ 1l be shown that the dynam■ c character■stic

of a piano hammer ■s well represented by a one or twO degree― of―freedom

system.

I。 IEStt SETUP

The test setup for the measurement of the fOrce― time pattern and an

acceleration― time pattern of a hammer is shown in Fig。  1.  丁he hammer used fOr

this measurement was the one corresponding to the 60th note (G# above C5).

When the key is struck, the hammer is pushed upwardo  After a short per■ od of

acceleration, the hammer ■nluding the shank is set free from acceleratlon and

moves upward with almost constant veloc■ ty.   丁he top Of the hammer hits an

attachement which is rigidly cOnnected to a force gauge when the shank is

almost parallel to the grounde  The top of the attachment has a shape which

resembles a single string with a diameter of l。 25 1THlo。   丁he force gauge is

fixed to an L― shaped arm which is strong enOugh tO keep the force gauge

unmoved even if it is hit by a maximum force of almost 10 Kg.  丁he force gauge

gives an electr■ cal output which is proportiOnal tO the applied force as a

function of time.  (A portiOn of the wood of the hammer is cut sO that the

accelerometer can be easily attached to the hammer。 )  A disadvantage of this

measu■ ng system ■s the fact that the accelerometer is attached to the hammer

as an additional mass.  丁he mass of the accelerometer was 2。 3g for the first

measurement and,  then,  a lighter accelerometer of lgr was used.   For the

present time, however, a modeling of the hammer w■ 1l be tried cons■ der■ ng the

mass of the accelerometer as a portion of the mass of the hammere
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丁he two signals from the transducers are sent tO a

Analyzer (HP-5423A),  where they are stored in a tape

measurement  is  cOmpleted,  data  ■s  sent  tO  a medium

PDP-11/70, fOr the analysis。

丁h9 power spectrum

curves from (a) to (e)

decreases by 20 dB frOm

for curves (a), (c)and

of the fOrce― time patterns ■n Fig.

in Fig。  4.  丁he frequency at which

the zero frequency level are 2。 17,

(e), respectively.  丁he relatiOn Of

Structural Dynam■ cs

memoryo   After the

s■ ze  computer,  DEC

2 are shOwn by the

the pOwer spectrum

l。 65 and O.938 KHz

the max■ mum force,

IIo  RESt■TS AND DISCUSS10N

2。 l  Force― 丁ime and Acceleration― 丁ime Patterns

丁he force―time and acceleration_time patterns are measured fOr five cases

from (a) tO (e)。    Measurement (a) corresponds tO the hardest strike Of the

key, and measurement (e) to the softest.   丁he force― tirle patterns and the

acceleration― time patterns are shown ■n Fig。  2 and Fig。  3, repsectively.  丁he

horizOntal ax■ s was shifted so that the peaks are 10cated at the same positiOn

on the hor■ zOntal ax■s.   It is clear that the fOrce and accleration pulses

become narrower as the key is struck harder.  丁he ■mpOrtance of this fact is

that a fOrce― time pattern with a narrower w■ dth conta■ ns more energy in the

high frequency region than a pulse with a wider width.   In a real situation,

str■ ng's higher partials w■ 1l be more vigorously exc■ ted, when a key is struck

harder than when it is struck softer.
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Fmax,  tO  the  bandwidth,  BW,  is  roughly given  by  Fmax∝ (BW)3.    Figure 4

clearly indicates that the sound w■ 1l be much brighter as well as louder when

the  key is  struck  harder.    丁his character■stic,  which  results  from  the

nonlinearity of the hammer flet, is one of the most important character■ stics

of the piano sound。

丁he acceleration―time pattern shows some r■ nging after the ma■n peak.

丁wo reasons for this may be cons■ derede   tthe shank― hammer combination is a

resonating  system  which may have alternating motion as well as a s■ mple

str■ke and return motion.   The other ■s the lim■tatiOn of the frequency

response of the measur■ ng system at the low endo  For these reasons, in some

of the following discusslons,  only the left― hand side Of the peak of the

acceleration― time pattern w■ 1l be used.

2.2  Force― Displacement Relationship

Once  the  acceleration  A(t)  is  knOwn,  the  velocity  V(t)  and  the

displacement X(t) are calculated with unknown constants Vo and Xo such as

V(t) A(tl)dt' + V。 (1)

X(t) V(t')dt' 十 X0 (2)

and

■
し
′―
‥
′
　
∞¨

〓

■
し
′
―
―
′
　
∞一

〓
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The constant Vo is determined so that V(t) becOmes zero at the time when

A(t) and the force― time pattern F(t) shows their peak.   丁he displacement,

X(t),  is physically the position  of the  hammer,  and one  can choose any

position as an origin of X。   One of the reasonable cho■ ces fOr this origin ■s

the position of the hammer when ■t barely touches the force gauge attachment.

In this case X(t) is considered as the compresslon of the felt (if X(t)〉 0).

It is not easy in doing this, however, since the surface of the felt is not

smooth and it does not have clear boundary.

Another  way  of  determ■ n■ ng  the  origin  was  fOund  after  a  careful

■nvestigation of the force― displacement relationship of the hammer.  When the

origin of X is properly chosen, the force― displacement relationship of this

hammer is well approximated by F = KX4, where K is a constante  Even ■f the

approx■mation ■s not altogether accurate, this condition can still be used to

determ■ ne the origin.   Figure 5 shows the force― displacement relationship

obtained  from  the  measurement  (a),  (b)  and  (d).     It  also  shows  a

force― displacement relationship given by a  straight  linee    This will  be

explained  later.    丁he  curve  shown  by the  solid  line ■s  the calculated

force― displacement relationship by F = 86。 9 X4 (Newton vs. IIIIl).   It should

be mentioned that the measured force― displacement relationships for different

hammer velocities are well approx■ mated by a s■ mple approximation of the form

F = KX4.   For a better approx■ mation, the second and third order terms can

also be included such as F = Kl  X2 + K2 X3 + K3 X4。    Actually,  the

program used fOr the calculation of the force― displacement relatiOnship has
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the capability to use this form.  From the

= KX4,  the stiffness of the hammer felt

KX3。   This is the first step in bullding an

force― displacement

S(X) is given by

equ■ valent c■ rcu■ t

relationship,

S(X) = F/X

of a hammer.

2。 3  Equivalent Mass of the Hammer

If one assumes that the motion

represented by a nass― spr■ng system as

is given by

of the hammer

shown in Fig. 6,

during the contact is

the equation of motion

MeffoX(t)+ S(X)・ X(t)= ―Meff° G,

the mass of the system, S(X) is the stiffness

the grav■ty constanto  tthen Meff is giVen by

S(X)X(t)

(3)

of the hammerwhere Meff

felt, and G

・・Ｓ
　
　
　

・・Ｓ

Meff  =
―[X(t)+ G]

F(t)

―[X(t)+G].
(4)

For a s■ ngle mass― spring system to be valid as a hammer model,  the

equivalent  mass  obtained  from  Eq.  (4) using  the  measured  force―   and

acceleration― time  patterns must  be  constant  during  the  entire  per■ od  of

contact.   丁o determine whether this ■s the case, Meff was calculated as a

function of time for measurements (a), (b) and (d), and plotted in Fig. 7.
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The  force― time  patterns  are  also  shown  by  dotted  lines  ■n  Fige  7  for

comparison (the vertical axis for the force is not shown).  丁he results show

that  Meff  iS almost  constant  during the  time when the hammer ■s mov■ ng

upward,  except  at  the  very  beginn■ ng.    Also,  Meff  has  a  very  small

dependence on the ■nitial veloc■ ty.  丁he hammer, in the present case, can be

sa■d to have a mass of approx■mately 6.8ge

2。 4  Simulati9n by a Single Mass―Spring System

In order to see how good the single mass― spr■ng system can s■mulate the

motion of the hammer, the force― time patterns were calculated us■ ng Meff =

6.8g and S(X) = 86。 9 X3 (Newton/mm) for three cases with initial velocities

VI = 2.1,  1。 55 and O.77 M/sec.   丁hese are the measured initial velocities

for the measurements (a), (b) and (d), respectively。   (丁he solution of the

nonlinear differential equations are shown in the next section。 )  The results

are shown ■n Fig. 8.  丁he solid lines are the calculated force― time patterns,

and the dotted lines are the measured ones。   丁he agreement of the force― time

patterns between calculated and measured results are fa■ rly good.   The big

differences, however, are seen around the peaks and the ta■ ls Of the curves.

丁he difference between the peak levels of the calculated and measured force―

tine patterns are 14% for the measurement (a).   It was confirmed that if a

small in■ tial veloc■ ty is used, a much better agreement between the two curves

■s achievede  With a smaller in■ tial veloc■ty the maxinum force becomes low

and  the  pulse  becomes  w■ der.    An  ■mprovement  of  the  accuracy  of  the

measurement system may help reduce the difference.   It  shOuld be  nOted,
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however, that a real hammer ■s a much more complicated system than a single

mass― spring  systemo    For this reason,  some  amount of  error  between  the

measured and calculated force― time patterns w■ 1l always ex■ st even ■f an ■deal

measurement system were used.

2。 5  Simulation by a Double Mass―Spring System

One way to take care of the discrepancy found in the prev■ ous section ■s

to add another degree of freedom to the systeme  A new model of a double mass―

spring system is shown by Fig. 9 (a)。    Figure 9 (b) shows the equivalent

electrical circuit for the mechanical system of Fig. 9 (a).   The stiffness

S2 Can be nonlinear, but for the present case, it is assumed to be linear

for simplicity.

丁he equations descr■ bing the motlon of this system are

MlXl + S2 ・ (Xl―X2)+ Sl(Xl)・  Xl = ―MlG

M2X2 + S2 ・ (X2-Xl)= ―M2G (6)

(5)

These nonlinear differential equations are easily solved by

difference method.  丁he acceleration X is represented by

X(m)= [X(m± 1)- 2X(m)+ X(m_1)]/h2

the finite

(7)
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wh^re h is the incremental time and X(m)is the value of X at t = mh (m is the

integer).  丁hen Eqs. (5)and (6) are represented as f0110ws:

Xl(m+1)= ―Ch2 + [2 - (Sl(Xl)+ S2)h2/Ml]xl(m)

― Xl(m-1)+ [S2h2/Ml]x2(m),

X2(m+1)= ―Ch2 + [s2h2/M2]Xl(m)

+ [2 - S2h2/M2]X2(m)―  X2(m-1).

(8)

(9)

The ■n■tial conditions are

Xl(0)= X2(0)= 0

and

Xl(-1)= X2(-1)= VIh,

M
E = Σ   (Fcal ~ Fmeas)2,

m=o

(10)

(11)

where VI is the in■ tial harllner veloc■ tye

丁he recurrance formulas Eqs. (8) and (9) give all the values for Xl,2(m),

m 〉 1.

丁o obtain an optimtlm set of parameters, every parameter in Fig。  9 (a)can

be changed.   丁he optimum set of parameters, in this case, is that set for

which the squared error E, which is defined below, becomes minimum
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where Fcal iS the calculated force… time pattern and Fmeas iS the measured

force― time pattern.   It is poss■ ble to change all the parameters one by one

and find a best fitting set of parameterse  tthe prOblem ■s that E converges to

different values (minima) when the optimizing routine starts with different

■n■tial values.  If one has two sets of parameters which give a s■ m■lar amount

of E, he cannot tell which one he should choose.  丁o avo■d this problem, one

must restrict the freedom of some of the parameters.

In Section 2.2 it was found that the force― displacement relationship is

well approx■ mated in the form F = KX4 for all cases Of measurements.   丁hus,

the stiffness obtained in this way seems reliable and shOuld not be changed.

丁he effective mass Meff WaS COnstant in the w■ de region of the left s■ de of

the pulse.  丁his value should also be kept unchanged.  For simplicity, it will

be assumed Meff is equal to (Ml + M2)・    丁he remaining freedOms left now

are how to determine the ratio of Ml  to  M2  (Or R = M1/Meff),  and the

absolute value of S2・    With only two var■ ables, it is very easy to find an

optimum set of parametersc  ln our calculation, E was computed for the case of

the measurement  (a) in the range of O。 50 ≦ K l。 00 and O。 1 〈 S2 ≦  100

(N/mm).   丁he values of R and S2 Were taken as the ones which gave the

smallest E.

Figure 10 shows the results of the force― time patterns calculated by the

method described above.   The parameters are Sl = 86.9 X3 (Newton/mm), Ml

=  5。 Og,  M2  =  1・ 8g,  and  S2  =  17.2  N/mm.     丁he  force―displacement

frelationships due to the stiffness Sl and S2 are shown in Fig。  5 by solid

lines.   丁hree measured initial velocities VI = 2。 11,  1.55 and O.77 M/sec
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were used for the compar■ son between the measured force… time patterns and the

calculated force― time patterns using the model Fig. 9 (a).   Figure 10 shOws

that the measured and calculated results are ■n good agreement.   A major

■mprovement from Fig. 8 is observed around the peak.  丁he differences of the

maximum forces between measured and calculated values are very small.  丁here

still ex■ sts quite a sign■ ficant difference at the end of the pulse.  For the

s■mulation of the force― time pattern of a real piano hammer, however, the

"double mass― spring" systeln of Fig. 9 (a)seems to be a good model.

2.6  1ncremental Stiffness as a Function of Force

In  Section  2。 2  the  difficulty  of  determining  an  origin  for  the

displacement ax■ s was discussed.  丁o avo■ d this problem, it was suggested tO

choose the origin so that the force― displacement relationship can be expressed

■n a form F = KX4 w.th a m■ n■mum square error.  丁he rema■ ning errors can be

taken care of by lower order terms.   For a comparisOn of the stiffness

character■ stics between different hammers,  however,  this cr■ ter■on  ■s  not

appropr■ ate  s■ nce the  foce― deformation  relationship  is rather  arbitrar■ ly

shifted on the X― axis by choosing different origins.  In this case, it is much

more conven■ent to use an incremental stiffness s = dF/dX as a function of F

to avoid this problem.

Different hammers A, B and C for key

using the test setup shown in Fig。  l with

(5mm)。   Also, a much lighter accelerometer

From the measurement of the force― time and

number 3 (note BO) were measured

an attachment Of larger dianeter

(l gr) replaced the prevlous one.

acceleration― time patterns, the
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incremental stiffnesses s(F) were calculated.  Only the left― hand side Of the

pulses were used as in the prev■ ous sections.  The results are shOwn in Fig.

11。   Hammer (a) stays stiffer than the other twO fOr the entire range Of the

force measured.   The hammer (C) is the softest Of allo   Hammer (B) shows

interesting character■stics compared to the other two hammers.   For a soft

touch, hammer (B)may sound similar to the hammer (A)or even brighter.  For a

harder touch, hOwever, the tone may not be as bright as hammer (A)e   the

results  indicate that  s(F) can  clearly show the differences  in  stifness

characteristics among different hammers w■ thout the difficulty in the chOice

of oriqin.

The force― displacement relationships (Newton vs mm) for the hammers A, B

and C are represented by

＋

　

　

　

＋

Ａ

　

Ｂ

　

Ｃ

Ｆ

　

Ｆ

　

Ｆ

-21。 5X2

-40。 6X2

_10.9x2

45.OX3

71。 7X3

15。 8X3

41.4X4,

32。 6X4,

18.OX4,

(13)

respectively.  The above equations show that the 10wer (2nd and 3rd)nonlinear

terms cannot be oln■ tted when approximating the force― displacement relations of

these  hammers.    丁his  indicates  that,  as  a general  procedure  for hammer

modeling, all three terms shOuld be ■ncluded in the s■ mulation of a fOrce―

displacement relatiOnship (and, consequently, the stiffness curve).
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III。 00NCLuS10N

From the measurement of the force― time pattern

pattern a s■mple model that descr■bes the action of

an ■deally rigid str■ ng, was established.

ａｎｄ

　

ｔｈｅ

the acceleration― time

hammer, when it hits

Firstly,  it  was found  that  the relation  between the  force  and  the

displacement  is  well  approx■ amted  by the  form  F = KX4 for the spec■ fic

hammer used for the measuremente   tthis shows that the hammer stiffness S(X)

has a nonlinear■ ty of the third ordere   Secondly, the effective mass Meff

was calculated us■ ng a s■ ngle mass― spr■ ng system model.  It is fa■ rly constant

dur■ng the time when the hammer ■s moving toward the str■ ng.  丁he force― time

patterns of  this model  were calculated using S(X) and Meff fOr measured

■n■ tial  veloc■ ties  VI.    丁he  differences  of  the  max■mum  force  between

calculated and measured results were approximately 15%.

As a second model, a double mass― spr■ng system was discussed in order to

account for the error that was found when using the s■ ngle mass― spring mЮdel。

丁he rate of the masses (keeping the total mass equal to Meff),  and the

stiffness between the two masses (see Fig. 9 (a)) were determined so that they

gave a best fit of a simulated curve to a measured curve.   The force― time

patterns calculated from this model  were ■n g00d agreement w■ th measured

curves except for a small difference around the end of the pulse。

A representation of stiffness character■ stics by an incremental stiffness

as a function of force was suggested for the compar■ son of character■ stics
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among different hammers.  丁hree different types of hammers were measured, and

the differences of stiffness characteristics were clearly shown by using this

representatlon.

A modeling of a piano hammer was performed  for a lim■ ted  number Of

hammerso   tthe form of the nonlinearity of the stiffness (S = KlX + K2X2

+ K3X3) and the cOnsistency of the effective mass must be checked fOr many

different hammerso   tthe effect of the shape of the attachment s■ mulating an

ideally rigid string (or strings) on the force― displacement pattern should

also be discussed.   The measuring technique needs tO be ■mproved so that it

does not affect the motion of the hammer.   Obv■ Ously, a piano hammer has a

hysteres■ s character■stic which was not cons■ dered in this paper.  By taking

■nto account this phenomenon, a model can be ■mproved tO give a better fit

espec■ ally around the ta■ l of the force― time pattern.  丁hese are the problems

left as a future work for the further improvement of the piano hammer model.

A good mOdel of a piano hammer w■ 1l help us better understand the ■nteraction

between the hammer and the string, and w■ 1l thus cOntr■ bute toward improv■ ng

the quality of the piano as a whole.
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CAP7T10NS

Fig。  l    Test setup used for the measurement.

Fige 2    Force―time patterns (a― e) for different hammer speeds.

Fig。  3    Acceleration― time patterns (a― e)for different hammer speeds.

Fig。  4    Power spectra of the force― time patterns shown ■n Fig. 2。

Fig. 5    Measured and s■ mulated force― displacment relationships.

Fig. 6    Singla mass― spring model of a hammer.

Fig. 7    Calculated effective masses using Eq. (4) for measurements a, b and

d (solid lines).   丁he measured force― time patterns are also shown

(dotted lines).

Fig. 8    Measured (dotted line)and simulate (solid line) force_time patterns

for measurements a, b and d.  丁he s■ ngle mass― spring system ■s used

as a hammer model.

Fig。  9    Double mass― spr■ng system model of a hammer。
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Fig。  lo   Measured (dotted line) and simulted (solid line) force_time pattern

for measurements a, b and d.  丁he double mass― spr■ng system ■s used

as a hammer model.

Fig。  1l   lncremental stiffness curves of three different hammers A, B and C

as a function of force.
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FIG. l   TEST SETUP USED FOR THE MEASUREMENT
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FIG1 6   SINGLE MASS― SPRING MODEL OF A HAMMER
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